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1. Introduction
   Micro-reactors have been employed for synthesizing small amounts of unstable 
chemicals for immediate use [1,2]. They are suitable for reactions under conditions of 
uncommonly high temperature, high concentration and high purity. In addition, they can 
control such accurate reaction parameters as to achieve subtle mixing and localized 
concentration [3]. These advantages can be realized in electrochemical micro-reactors, 
which facilitate ionic transport due to local electric fields, interaction of products at an 
anode and a cathode, and occurrence of unexpected reactions with salts [4,5]. Several 
examples can be cited briefly in the following. Micro-electrolysis can be performed at 
low concentration of supporting electrolyte because of low solution resistance in a small 
cell [6-9]. The flow cell with a narrow electrode separation has allowed electrochemical 
treatments of water without supporting electrolytes  [  10  ]. Mass transport of 
 electrochemical products to a counter electrode has been discussed in the light of 
optimization of cell structures  [11]. Electrolysis voltage at segmented electrodes has 
been controlled locally to a diffusion—limited value [12]. Although reaction potential 
cannot be poorly controlled in conventional, synthetic ells, micro-reactors have made it 
possible to obtain cyclic voltammograms [13]. Microfluidic channel flow devices have 
been fabricated for in situ simultaneous hydrodynamic electrochemical ESR, resulting 
in minimal dielectric loss and a high level of sensitivity  [14,15]. Generator-collector 
experiments in flow cells have been made at a single macroelectrode, and used to detect 
local pH changes adjacent to the electrode surface [16,17].  Electrochemical coupling 
between parallel microbands in the linear microchannel is useful for evaluating in situ 
the average velocity rates of the flow  [  18  ]. Recent work on electrochemical 
micro-reactors has been reviewed and a number of examples can be seen [19]. 
   Conductivity of solution at low concentration of supporting electrolyte varies with 
an advance of reactions because reaction products have electric charge different from 
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2.Experimental
　　　　Two　platinum　rods　2　mm　 in　diameter　were　used　for　the　electrode　by　facing　their
























   Voltammetry was made in nitrogen atmosphere covered with a plastic bag under 
the nitrogen gas pressure slightly larger than the atmospheric pressure at room 
temperature (24 ± 2 °C). The water in the cell was quiescent. Voltammograms for 
decomposition of water without solution resistance were obtained in 0.1 mol  dm^-3 
 NaClO_4 aqueous solution at film-coated platinum rods. Reproducibility of the 
voltammograms was confirmed by overlap of three times voltammograms.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Computation of concentration profiles
　　　　Electrolysis　of　water　is　represented　by　2H_20→2H^+ + H_20_2+2e^- or　2H_20→4H^+
+0_2+4e^- at　an　anode,　and　2H_20+2e^-→20H^-+H_2　at　a　cathode.　The　products,　H^+ and
OH^-,　of pure　water　are　recombined　each　other　in　the　bulk　through
At parallel electrodes with a very narrow inter-electrode distance, w, the product H^+ at 
the anode reacts with the product  OH^- at the cathode to reach the equilibrium. Then the 
redox cycle occurs to enhance the current. Conditions of causing the redox cycle may 
depend not only on w and k_r but also on fluxes of the ions by diffusion and electric 
migration. Therefore we formulate here the mass transport. 
   The concentrations of  H^+ and  OH^-, denoted by c_+ and  c_- respectively, are satisfied 





where D is the diffusion coefficient common to both ions. Although the diffusion 
coefficient of  H^+ is four times larger than that of OH^-, we use this assumption in order to 
know approximately potential and concentration distributions in the cell rather than to 
fit experimental data. Elimination of  J± from eq. (2) and (3) yields


























We　 carry　out　numerical　computation.　The　functional　form　of φ is　symmetric　with
respect　o　x=w/2　owing　 to　the　common　 values　of　D,　that　is,φ(x)+φ(w-x)=0.
Replacing　x　by　w-x　 in　Eq.(4),　and　comparing　the　differential　equations　for　c_±(x)　with






The finite difference form of Eq. (5) is
Boundary conditions (6) and (7) converted for Eq. (8) and (9) are given by
　　　　We　 used　known　 values　of　cosnstants,　k_r=1.4×10^11　M^-1s^-1,　c*=10^-7　M,　D=











identical　term u_iu_N-i in　Eq.(9),　e.g.u_7u_3　and u_3u_7 for i=7　and　3,　N=10.　We　 used　odd
numbers　of N typically　N=101　 when　2×10^-3 < c*k_dw^2/DN^2<0.22.
　　　　Figure　3 shows　concentration　profiles　ofH^+ and　OH^- for φ_0=0.26　V　at　w=(a)5μ
m　and　(b)10μm.　The　hydrogen　ion　is　formed　at　the　anode(x=w)　to　increase　c_+　from
c*　in　the　domain　x>0.2w.　 Although　sharp　variation　of　c_+ at　x=w,　 seems　to　be
contradict　to　the　boudary　condition,(dc_+/dx)x=w,　we　have　confirmed　the　condition　by














We express the dimensionless current density in terms of the thickness of the reaction 
layer [41],  (D/k_d)^1/2, in order to discuss a relatioship between j and w. Then it is 
rewritten as
Figure　5　shows　the　plot　of　the　dimensionless　current　density　against　w.　The　current








of　H^+ and　OH^-.　Letting　the　molar　conductivity　of　H^+ and　OH^- be λ_+ (=0.0350　S　㎡









3.2 Voltammetry  of  pure water
　　　　Figure　7　shows　 a　multi-cycled　voltammogram　 of　pure　water　at　the　parallel






























E_salt=IR_s.　Values　of　E_salt　and　E　at　a　common　 value　of I were　obtained,　and　those　of　E-
E_salt　were　plotted　against　I for　various　values　of　the　voltage　in　Fig.9.　The　plots　exhibit
proportionality　for　40μm<w<100μm.　 The　proportionality　was　not　valid　for　w>0.1
































value of the diffusion coefficients and to use of the  Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Therefore they are not suitable for curve fitting to the experimental data.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the thin layer cell and two platinum rod electrodes 2.0 mm in 
diameter used for the experiment.
Figure　3.　Concentration　profiles　of　H^+(a_+,　b_+)and　OH^-(a_-,　b_-)calculated　numerically
from　Eq.(8)and(9)at　k_rw^2c*/D=(a)40　and(b) 161,which　are　equivalent　o　w=5μm
























Figure 10. Dependence of the resistivity obtained from the slopes in Fig. 9 on w. The 
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